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COOKIE POLICY 

The website www.znr.it (the "Site") uses both first and third party cookies. Cookies are 
computer recordings of information transmitted by a web server to the user's device for 
future identification of that device at the time of future visits to the same website or for the 
performance of certain features of the site. If Cookies are set by the site owner, they are first 
party cookies, otherwise if they are set by someone different from the site owner, they are 
third party cookies. 

The first-party cookies that are installed on the Site are technical/functional cookies that are 
essential for the proper performance of the Site and its functions. No consent is required for 
the installation of the aforementioned category of cookies.  

Third-party cookies used on the Site enable the performance of analytical purposes. These 
analytical cookies collect anonymous and aggregate data concerning visitor behaviour in 
order to improve the browsing experience and measure visitors' traffic. They are only used to 
produce aggregate statistics in relation to the Site. The encryption settings applied are 
designed to hide the IP address component that would otherwise allow the identification of 
the user. For these reasons, the analytical cookies applied are equivalent to technical cookies 
and therefore consent is not required. 

With respect to the storage period of cookies, this Site uses cookies that remain for a 
predetermined period that may vary depending on the function performed. At the end of the 
established period, the cookies are automatically deleted. 

Specifically, the cookies used on the Site are:  

Language: 

qtrans_front_language (Persistent Cookie) 

Google Analytics: 

_ga (Persistent Cookie) 

_gid (Persistent Cookie) 

_ga_[id] (Persistent Cookie) 

The information generated by the cookies on your use of the Site is transmitted and stored 
on Google's servers and will be managed in accordance with Google's privacy policy. It is 
possible to consult Google's privacy policy, relating to the Google Analytics service, at the 
following link: https://policies.google.com/privacy?hl=it  

HOW TO DISABLE OR MANAGE COOKIES 

You can disable or configure the cookie settings on your device customizing the configuration 
of your web browser. 
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Below are links to the settings pages of the most popular browsers where you can set your 
preferences for privacy levels or delete cookies stored on your browser.  

• Cookie settings on Google Chrome: 
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=it 

• Cookie settings on Safari mobile: https://support.apple.com/it-it/HT201265 

• Cookie settings on Safari desktop: https://support.apple.com/it-
it/guide/safari/sfri11471/mac 

• Cookie settings on Mozilla Firefox: https://support.mozilla.org/it/kb/protezione-
antitracciamento-avanzata-firefox-desktop 

• Cookie settings on Opera: https://blogs.opera.com/news/2015/08/how-to-manage-
cookies-in-opera/ 
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